
Guidelines for Contributors

These guidelines apply to all articles and reports submitted to eco.mont.

The articles submitted are expected to be written in clear English. ►
The editors reserve the right to edit the English text. Extensive alterations will be discussed with the    ►

 authors.
Articles must not have been previously published (including on the internet). ►
Copyright transfer ►
The manuscript must not exceed either 12 000 characters (including spaces, title, abstract, keywords,   ►

 references) or 24 000 characters (including spaces, title, abstract, keywords, references)
Typescript copy of the manuscript and of all illustrations should be submitted as follows: ►

Print in double spacing, with wide margins, on A4, on one side only •	
Please number all pages and provide the names of the copyright owners for each picture, diagram  •	

 etc.
First page: •	

title of article	»
authors’ names – only the first-named author will be the main correspondent for the editors   	»

 unless otherwise requested
affiliations	»
keywords	»
full addresses, including email addresses	»

Second and subsequent pages:•	
text without names of the author(s) to guarantee a double-blind peer review.	»

Please send all content also separately in file format, either as email attachment(s) or on disk: ►
text Microsoft Word for Windows •	 or .rtf. Please do not use footnotes in the manuscript.
tables, pictures, illustrations: .jpg (at least 300 dpi); .ai; •	

If you cannot provide these files in the requested quality, please send hard copies for repro-  	»
 duction.

Postpositioned letters and symbols should not be smaller than 1 mm.	»
All items should be ready for reproduction.	»
If the quality is not in line with the editorial standards, eco.mont reserves the right to charge   	»

 authors for extra editorial work.
Please provide a separate list of all content.•	
All tables, figures, pictures must be referred to in the text in numerical order.•	

The metric system should be used for all measurements, and numerical units should conform as   	►
 closely as possible to the International System of Units (SI).

Please provide place names spelled in the form officially used in the country under discussion and in   	►
 English.

Please provide latitude and longitude coordinates for the regions referred to in the article.	►
All authors to eco.mont are fully responsible for the content and opinions expressed in their writings.	►
Authors must ensure that written permission is granted to publish or reproduce photographs, illustra- 	►

 tions, tables, quotations, or other material in publications already copyrighted that can be reproduced  
 only with written permission from the copyright owners.

References should be listed at the end of the paper in alphabetical order by the author, following   	►
 the eco.mont guidelines for references, see www.oeaw.ac.at/ecomont/guidelines.htm

All references should be carefully cross-checked. 	►


